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Since the aGl.<!l it ive g110l!l¡D R+ of a ring R is abelian, a c0rrnection between 
abelian groups ancl ri·ngs is im¡D!oicit in the definition of a rimg. Two dl!lail geAeral 
problems a rise fr0m this connection. 
Problem l. Givem a. class of abelian groups, det.ermime wl;i.ich ri·Ags R ha.ve 
addHive group R+ lDel0nging to the class. 
P ro blem 2. Given a. c'lass of rings, determine which abeliaif.l g·r.oups are additive 
groups of rings bel0ngi1Ng tJ0 ti'le class. 

A solution to Pr©lDlem 2 f0r a class of rings, can y ie ld ring theoretíc informa
tion about the class, as will h>e sh0wn in the application at t he ero@ of this survey. 
A problem wh.ich is 0Eben easier to solve than Problem 2 is Uhe following: G iven 
a class C of rings, @esorilDe the abelian groups G for whicJ:i every ring R with 
R"~ = G belongs tl0 C. A survey of sorne of the results ©A these <iJ. tlestioAs wiU be 
given in t his note. A mo11e cletailed treatment of t his to¡Dic may lDe found in [l©j 
and jllJ. 

2. Abelian Grm1ps 

Ali groups in thois N©te a re abe lia n1 with addit ion tAe gr0u¡D opemtion. An 
element a in a g110u¡D Gis a torsion element if a has finite ©Fcler, and is a torsion 
free element if a has i·mfinite 0rder. If every element in a gll©W.¡!) G is a torsion 
element, then G is a torsion group. If every non-zero elemeAtl in a group G is 
torsion free, then G is torsion free. A group G possessi•ng lD0tl;i t0rsion1 ancl 
torsion free non-zeJJ© elements is a mixed group. For G a g•r0tl¡D, Gt = {a E G / a 
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is a torsion element}, is a subgroup of G, t he torsion subgroup of G. For p a prime, 
G, = {a E G 1 lal =a power of p} is a subgroup of G, the p-component of G. It 
is well-known that G1 = $ p a prim~Gp, [14]i Theorem 8.4. 

Fornan integer, and G a group, nG = {na 1 a E G}, and G[n[ = {a E G 1 

na == O} are subgroups of G. If nG = G for every positive integer n, t hen G is a 
divisible group. The a.dditive gro~p of integers, and the additive group of rational 
numbers will be denoted by Z, and Q, respectively; and Z(n) is a cyclic group of 
arder n. For p a prime, t he Prufer group1 Z(p00), is (Q/Z)pi it is isomorphic to the 
subgroup of the multiplicative group of complex numbers C, consisting of ali p-th 
power roots of u1tity. A group G is divisible if and only if G"' EE>aZ(p00) EE> EE>~Q, 
with a and {3 cardinals, [14], Theorem 23.1. If D is a divisible subgroup of a 
group G, then D is a direct summand of G, [14), Theorem 21.2. A group which 
<loes not possess a non-zero divisible subgroup is a reduced group. Every group is 
a direct sum of a unique max.imal divisible subgroup, anda red uced group, [14], 
T heorem 21.3. 

Let G be a torsion free group. T he cardinali ty of a max.imal subset of G, 
linearly independent over Z, is called the rankof G, and is denoted r(G). The rank 
of G is the dimension of Q@C, viewed as a vector space over Q. Let p be a prime, 
a nd let a E G. lf there exists an integer n ;::: O, such that a E pnG \ pn+1c. then 
a is said to have p-height, hp(a) = n . lf a E pnG for every positive integer n, then 
h"(a) = oo. The height, or height sequence of a is the sequence h(a) = (hp,(a))f;; 1, 

with (pi)~1 , the sequence of primes ordered in increasing magnitude. T wo height 
sequences (x¡)~ 1 and (y;)~ 1 are e.quivalenl if the set of indices i, such that X¡ #-y;, 
is finite, and X¡ = y¡ whenever X; = oo. Th.is equivalence is indeed an equiva.lence 
relation. The equivalence class t(a) of h(a) is called the type of a, and is often 
identified with h(a). A torsion free group G is homogeneous of type t(G) = T if 
a li its non-zero elements have the same type T. Rank 1 torsion free groups are 
homogeneous. A type T is idempotent if it possesses a height sequence with ali 
its components eitber O or oo. Let x = (x;)~ 1 and y = (y;)~1 be two height 
sequences. The relation x >y means X¡ > y; for ali positive integers i. Two types 
r,q satisfy T > q 1 if r,q, respectively, possess height sequences x,y satisfying 
x >y. The relation ;::: is similarly defined. Let x, y be height sequences as above. 
The sum x +y is the height sequence (x¡ + Yi)~ 1 . If r, u are types possesing x, y, 
respectively, then T + q is t he type possesing the height sequence x +y. 

3. Ring Multiplications on Groups 

A ring multiplication on a group G is bilinear, (the distributive laws) , and 
therefore factors through the tensor product G@G. Conversely, if f : G@G ._ G 
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is a homomorphism, then t he products ab = f(a ® b) for aU a, b E G induce a 
non-associative ring structure with additive group G. Let Mult(G) denote the 
set oí (non-associative) ring mult iplications on G, and Jet •1 1 •2 1 E Mult(G) . 
Define a(•1,+•2)b = (a •1 b) +(a •2 b) far ali a,b E G. l t is readily seen that 
(•1 + *2) E Mult(G), t hat Mult(G) is a group under this operation, and that 
Mult(G) "' Hüm(G ® C,C) "' H üm(C, E(G)), where E(G) is the group of 
endomorphisms of G. 

Determining the rings R with n+ belonging to the class of cyclic groups is 
trivial. Le t G = (a) be a cyclic group generat.ed by a. lí • is a ring multiplication 
on G, t hen a• a = ka for sorne integer k. Conversely, for a ny integer k, the 
product a *ka = ka induces t.he ring multipLication (na) *k (ma) = nmka for 
aU na, ma E G. lf Jal = oo, t hen the map Z ~ Mv.lt(G) via k ~ •• is an 
isomorphism, i.e., Mult(G) "'Z. lf Jal = n, then the abovc map has kernel nZ, 
a nd Mult(G) "'Z/nZ. Ali rings R wi th n+ cyclic are associative. 

For G a direct sum of cyclic groups, G = EBiEl(a.¡), it is not d ifficult to describe 
t he non-associative rings R with n+ = C. Por each pai r of indices i 1 j E 1, !et 
b¡J E G, wit.h lbi,il 1 llti ® ail· Then the products ltiªi = bi,j induce a ring 
structure on C. Conversely, a li rings R with n+ = G are obtaincd in t.h is manner. 
Describing t.hc associat.i ve rings R wit.h n+ = Gis more di fficult., sec j2Ji or [25j. 

Another class of groups for which the rings with additive group belonging to 
t.he class can be completely described1 is t.he class of ra.nk 1 torsion free groups. 
Let. G be a rank 1 t.orsion free group, and !et t(G) = r. lt. is easily seen t ha t. 
G 0 Gis also a rank 1 torsion free group, wi th t(G ® G) = 2r. Therefore if 
T is not idempotent, then t(G ® G) > t(G). Let R be a ring with n+ = c. 
T here exists 'PE /-/ am(G ® G,G) such that ab = ip(a ® b) for ali a, b E R. Since 
t iip(a ® b)I ~ t(a ® b) = 2T, and t(x) = T < 2T far a li x E G. x f. O, is fallows 
that ip(a ® b) = O. Therefare R is the zero-ring, i.e .. ab = O for a li a, b E R. lf 
t( G) is idempot.ent., a nd P is the set. of primes p for which non-zero elements of 
C have in.finite p-height, then 1 up to isomorphism the o nly ring R wi t.h additive 
group G, ot.her t han t he zero-ring, is a ring isomorphic to the subring of the field 
Q generated by { l/PIP E P}. These result were obtained by Redei a nd Szele, 
(201, and independently by Beaumont a nd Zuckerman, [8J. The rings with rank 
2 torsion free additive group were studied by Beaumont., Pierce1 and Wisner, l6J, 
[71 

Tbe above discussion of rank l torsion free groups C suggests the definition 
of t.wo cls.sses of groups. A group G is a nil group if the only ring with additive 
group G is t.he ze10-ring. lf was seen above t.hat if G is a rank l torsion free 
group, and t(G) is not idempotent then G is a ni! group. A group G is quasi-nil 
if there are only finitely many non-isomorphk rings wit h additive group C. The 
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rank 1 torsion free groups are quasi-nil. 

4. Nil groups 

Let G be a divisible torsion group, and let R be a ring with R+ = G. For 
a, b E R , b cf O, there exists e E R such that a = lblc. Thus ab = (lblc)b = 
c(lblb) = O. Therefore every divisible torsion group is nil. If a torsion group 
G is not divisible, then G = (a) ® H , with (a) a cyclic group of finite order n, 
[141, Corollary 27.3. T he direct sum of a ring isomorphic to Z/nZ, wit h additive 
group (a), and the zero-ring with additive group H is a ring R with R+ = G. 
Since R is not a zero-ring, it follows that a torsion group is ni! if and only if it 
is divisible. If G is a mixed group then Gis not nil. It is known, 114]. Corollary 
27.3 that a mixed group G has a direct summand Z(pk) with ka positive integer, 
or k = oo. If k is a positive integer t hen there is a ring R with R+ = G , and 
Z/pkz is a ring direct surnrnand of R. lf k = oo, then Z(p00 ) is a direct surnmand 
of G. For a#:- O a torsion free element in G, the subgroup (a ® a) of G EB G is 
infinite cyclit, so t here ex.ists a non-trivial homomorphism <P ; (a ® a) --t Z(p00) . 

Since Z(p00) is inyective in t he category of abelian groups,[14], T heorem 21.11 

there is an extension of 'P to a homomorph.ism 'P : G EEl G - Z(p00). The ring 
R wit h R+ = G, and muJtiplication defined by xy = ip(x Ell y) for ali x, y E R, 
is not a 1..ero-ring. T he classification of torsion free nH groups remalns an open 
problem. An argument similar to that usecl above in the rank l case, shows 
that every homogeneous torsion free group with non-idempotent type is nil. A 
group G is associative nil if the on1y associative ring R with n+ = G, is t he 
zero-ring. A torsion group is nil if and only if it is associa tive ni!. There are no 
mixed, associative ni! group. Jt is an open question whether or not there ex.ists 
an associative ni l torsion free group which is not nil. The investigation of nil 
groups was initiated by Szele, [221. 

5. Quasi-nil groups 

The quasi-nil groups were introduced by Fuchs, [13j. He showed t hat a torsion 
group is quasi-nil if and only if it is the direct sum of a finite group anda divisible 
torsion group. He also proved that a ring with torsion, quasi-nil additive group 
is associative. fnvestigations of F\J.chs, and Borho, [13]1 [9], reduce the problem of 
classifying quasi-nil groups, to the problem of classifying torsion free nil groups. 
A torsion free group Gis the additive group of precisely two non-isomorphic rings 
if a nd only if G ~ Q. Both rings are of course associative. A torsion free group G 
t he addi t ive group of precisety three non-isomorphic associative rings if and on1y 
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if G = Q ® H wit h H a rank 1 torsion free group whose type is not idempotent. 
Every other torsion free group is eit her ni! , or is additive group of infinitely many 
non-isomorphic associative rings. A mixed group G is qua.si-ni\ if and only if 
either G ::::::'. B ® H with B a finite group, and H a torsion free quasi-nil group1 

or G ::::::'. B E9 D ED H with B a finite group, O a divisible torsion group satisfying 
Dp = {O} for all but fi nitely many primes p, and either li ::::::'. Q1 or H is a nil rank 
one torsion free group, satisfying pf/ = /-/ for ali primes p such that D1, i" {O). 

Another generalization of ni! groups dueto Szele, f22]1 is the following: Let 
n be a positive integer. A group G has nilstufe n(G) = n, if there exists a 
ring /l with ¡¡+ = G, such that /l" i" {O), but every ring /l wit h ¡¡·> = G 
satisfies nn+I = O. lf no such positive integer e>cists, then n(G) = oo. Por every 
positive intcger n, Szele constructed torsion free, and mixed groups G. satisfying 
n(G) = n. lf a group G has finite nilstufe, then clearly every ring R with n+ = G 
is nilpotent. If G is a torsion free group with finite rank r(C) = n 1 and R is a 
ring wit h n+ = G 1 then for positive integers k < l , if Rk properly contains 
R1, then r(R.k+) > r(R1+). Therefore every associative nilpotent ring R with 
R 1 = G satisfies R" = {O}, and evcry, not necessarily associative ring R with 
¡¡1 = G, sati fics 112"- 1 = {O}. This yields that a finitc rank torsion free group 
has finite nilstufe, if and onty if every ring R with n+ = C is nitpotent. As 
was shown above, if a torsion g roup G is not divisible, t hen t.here exisLs a ring 
n with n+ = G, having a ring direct summand isomorphic to Z/nZ for saine 
positive inlcger n. Clearly R is not nilpotent. T hercfore far C a. torsion group 
the íollowing conditions are equivalcnt: i) e is divisible, ii) e has finite nilst.ufe, 
iii) every ring R with ¡.z+ = G is nilpotent. \.Vickless, [26], reduced the problem 
of determining the groups C satisfying: every ring R wi t.h n+ = C is nilpotenL, 
LO the torsion free case. He showed that every ring R with fl+ =e is nilpotent if 
and only if G = D ffi H with Da divisible torsion group, a nd N a recluced torsion 
free group such that every ring wilh additive group /-/ is nilpotent. 

6. Other Classes of Rings 

Fbr na positive integer1 the subgroups G[nJ, and nG of a. group C, a re idea.Is 
in every ring R with n-i· = C. Therefore the following conditions are equivalent: 
i) G is the additive group of a field , ii) Gis the additive group of a division ring1 

iii ) G is the additive group of a simple ring, iv) G"' @0 Q, or G "' @0 Z(p), with 
p a prime, and o a cardinal. 

A ring R is semiprimit ive if its Jacobson radical, J(R) = {O} . A torsion group 
G is the additive group of a semiprimitive ring if and only if there exists a set 
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of primes P such that G '.:::::'. EElpeP E&av Z(p) with ctp a cardinal for ea.ch p E P. A 
rank 1 torsion free group is the addit ive group of a semiprimit ive ring if and only 
if either G ~ Q, or t (G) is idernpotent, with infinitely many components equal 
O. T he finlte ran.k torsion free additive groups of semiprimitive rings ha.ve been 
explored using two different methods in l3J, and in IJ9J. 

A ring R is a radical ring if J(R) = R. Far any group G the zero-ring with 
addi tive group G is a radical ring . The groups G which a re addit ive groups of 
radical rings R satisfying R2 ;6 {O} have been studied by Haimo, J!7J. 

Jnvestigations of Beaumont and Pierce, l4J, l5J, J!BJ, have yielded much infor
mation about rings with finite rank torsion free groups. Considerable background 
materia l on subrings of a lgebra.ic nurnber fields, and on finite ran.k torsion free 
abelian groups is necessary in order to describe their results. Therefore this im
portant topic is not being presented in this short survey. This theory of finite 
rank torsion free rings has been developed in a different way in [l j. 

Additive groups of principal ideal rings have been studied in l! 2J. Let G be 
a torsion group. G is t he addit ive group of a (an associative) principal ideal ring 
if and only if G is bounded 1 i.e., nG = {O} for sorne positive integer n. Every 
(associative) ring with torsion additive group G is a principal ideal ring if and 
only if e ither G is cycüc, or G o= Z(p) Ell Z(p) , with p a prime. lf a mixed group 
Gis the additive group of a principal ideal ring, then Gt is bounded, and G/G1 

is the add itive group of a principal ideal ring. Converse!y, if G1 is bounded, and 
G /G1 is the additive group of a principal ideal ring with un.ity, then G is the 
additive g roup of a principal ideal ring. 

A ring R is Artinian if every non-empty set of left ideals of R has a minimal 
element. Fuchs and Szele, [24], have shown tha.t a group G is the a.dd itive group 

of a n Artin ian ri ng if and only if G o= E!l0 Q Ell Ello";..,Z(pf"} Ell E!lpZ(p;'), with a,{J 

ca.rdinals, p¡, P; primes1 p:ilm, and mis a fixed positive integer. 

7. An Application 

The structure of the additive groups of Artinian rings was given in the pre
vious paragraph. T he following two purely ring theoretical questions were solved 
by Puchs, Halperin , and Sze!e. The answer to both questions depends entirely 
on t.he a.dditive groups of Artinia.n rings. 
Q uestion l. When can an Artinia.n ring be embedded in an Artinian ring with 
unity? 

A ring R is Noetheria.n if every non-empty set of left ideals of R has a maximal 
e temen t. 
Question 2. When is a n Artinian ri ng Noetherian? 
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The answer to both questions is the same. Let R be a n Artinían ring. The 
following are equiva1ent: i) R can be embedded in a n Artinian ring with unity1 

ii) R is oetherian1 iii) R+ ~ EE10QEBEEl,tJZ(p~JL with o:JJ cardina ls1 p¡, Pi primes, 

p~j lm, and m is 8 fixed positive integer, i.e. , nt is reduced. 
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